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1. Introduction and results. The problem is examined of how close

ap/q lies to an integer for an infinity of rational numbers p/q from

a certain class, and, in particular, of how this proximity depends on

the real constant a. It turns out, roughly speaking, that ap/q is not

too close to an integer for most a. There exists, however, an uncount-

able set of a for which ap/q is very close to an integer for an infinity

of p/q. Certain subsets of this set can be constructed effectively.

Some of these subsets consist of algebraically independent numbers

which have the power of the continuum.

More specifically, let ||a:|J denote the distance of x to the nearest

integer. Let {Pi, • ■ • , P,\, {Qi, • • ' , Qt} be finite sets of primes

and letc^l, O^M^L Let

(1) P = P*P',       P' = Px--P:',       q = QÏ---Q7,

where pi, • • • , p., <fi, • • • , Ot are non-negative integers, and p* is any

integer satisfying

(2) 0 < p* ^ cp".2

Theorem I. Let 5>0, 0^/x^l, a>0, a real algebraic. Then the in-

equality 0<\\ap/q\\ <q-^+s'> holds only for a finite number of p, q of the

above form with p 2ï aq, provided that 3=1 if ¡x = 1. In addition, for al-

most all real r-tuples (a\, • ■ • , a,), r^l, the set of inequalities

(3) 0<\\aip/q\\ <r°"r+i),        i=l,---,r,

has only a finite number of solutions in p, q of the above form with

p^aq, provided that q = l if p. = 1.
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1 Part of this work was done while the author was at the University of Oregon.

»Since p=p*p', this inequality is equivalent to 0<p*ècva~^KP'yKl'i') for

OáM<LFor/»=l it becomes vacuous, i.e.,/)* is unrestricted.
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Theorem II. Let au • ■ ■ , ar be any real numbers, O^p^l, K>0

arbitrary if 0 ^/t< 1 and K = \ if u=\. Let p', q be any integers of the

form (1), with the condition that p' = 1 if p.= 1. There exists a constant

c>\ depending only on r, K, p, the a, and the primes Pi, • • • , P„

Qi> • • • i Qt, and an integer p = p*p' such that

(4) \\«ip/q\\ < Kp-»",       i = 1, • • • , r,

where 0<p*-£cp1'. Thus (4) has an infinity of solutions in p, q of the

form (1) subject to (2), where p', q are arbitrarily prescribed integers of

the form (1) subject to the condition p' = 1 if a=\.

Let t] >0, a>0. For almost all real r-tuples (alt • • • , ar), all but a

finite number of the p^aq,for which (4) holds, satisfy p*>pß~i.

The case p. = 0 of the first part of Theorem I is equivalent to a

Theorem of Mahler [6, Theorem 1, p. 151], [5]. The conditions

p^aq in Theorems I and II are necessary. Thus, for s=/ = l, P = 2,

Q = 5, ¿* = 1, and for every 0<ô<log25-2, Og;u = i. 0<a<l, we

can write 0<||a/>/g|| =||a(2/5)-|| <2-"<"+5><2-"" for all «¡>1. The

first part of Theorem II shows that Theorem I is best possible. The

second part shows that the leeway for p* indicated by (2) is not

usually realized, i.e., the p* satisfying (4), for which p^aq, are usually

close to their upper bound. I

Let P be a prime, c0> 1. For any p. in [0, 1), let {p*, p?, • • • } be

a sequence of integers such that for some index N=N(u), pN = i'it,

p* = r¿ri-i • • • fjv, i>N, where the r< are positive integers not divisi-

ble by P, tfup?£ctâ, pi=p?p! ,i^N, and #*=1 for 1 ̂ ¿<7V. We
are interested in these sequences for pí = Pil and pi = P2\ and denote

the sequences by 5M and T„ for these two cases, respectively. Further,

let {/= {pi*, p2*, • • • } be a sequence of integers such that p* = ri,

pit = riri^i ■ • • fi, ¿Jäl, where the r,- are positive integers not divisible

by P, P2i<p? <P2<<+1>. It is easily seen that such sequences exist.

In fact, we can take S0= T0= {1, 1, • • • } ; if p->0, it suffices if N is

sufficiently large to satisfy (^)"«1-"'(l-Co"1/(1""))>2 for both 5Mand

T„. For fi>0 it can even be arranged that all r< (i>N) in S„ and r„

be distinct primes j^P. In this case N must, in addition, be so large

that the interval

{(Pi) (Pi-i)   ,co        (pi) (pi-i)   )

contains a prime >P for all i ^ TV, and that these intervals be disjoint

for all i ^ TV. Using these sequences, a real number can be constructed

for which (3) has an infinity of solutions in integers p, q of the form

(1) subject to (2). But first we show that there are not too many such

numbers.
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Theorem III. Let 5>0, a>0. For fixed Og/i^l, let R(ji) be the set

of all real r-tuples (ai, • • • , ar)for which (3) has an infinity of solutions

in p, q of the form (1) subject to (2) with p^aq. Let R = \JoSn&i R(p).
Then R has measure 0.

Theorem IV. Let 0<5<1— p., c>\. For each 0^ju<l there exists

an everywhere dense subset of Liouville numbers a for which ||a£/<z||

<£-("+«) has an infinity of solutions in p, q of the form (1) subject to

(5) P*ÚP*£ cp»,

with g—>oo. For q=i there are Liouville numbers a* = Z«-i (P*tP(ik)l)~l,

PaG.Sß, k = l, • • ■ , r, 0^ju<1 and non-Liouville transcendental num-

bers «*=£,"_ xíróP2*)-1, ráGX„, ft-1, --..r, 0^/x<l, which
satisfy \\akp\\ <p-Mr+t\ ¿ = 1, • • • , r for an infinity of p of the form

(1) subject to (5).

Theorem V. Let Q£p<\, 5>0. Each of the following four sets is

algebraically independent over the ralionáis and, for any number £ of these

sets, ||£p|| <p-<*+s> for an infinity of p of the form (1) subject to (5) :

1. The Liouville numbers a», ¿ = 1, 2, • • • , defined in Theorem IV.

00

2. ßu = Z (¿«P*'*'*'1)"1, f a e 51/2>        * - 1, 2, .. .
t-i

3. «(*) = ¿ P(x, i)-1 = ¿ (/>*(*, i)P^+%-\        p*(x, i) G C/,
»•-i <-i

p(x, iy g p*(x, i) g p4/>(*, O*, o < * < 1.

4. ß(x, y) = Z *(*, y, O"1 = Z (?*(*, y, t)Pl*1™    J)-»,

P*(x, y, i) G U, p(x, y, i)x g p*(x, y, i) g p4p(*, y, O'i

0 < if < 1, 0 < y < 1.

From Theorem IV there follows, in particular, that for each a for

which (3) (with r = l) has only a finite number of solutions, there

exists a sequence {ß} of real numbers converging to a, such that (3)

has an infinity of solutions p, q of the specified form for every 5>0

if a is replaced by ß.

The sequence {a*} considered in Theorem V constitutes an inde-

pendent set for each (fixed) p. in [0, 1). The case p = 0 is the case

usually considered [3], [4], [7], [9]. On the other hand, p is not fixed

in the sequence {ßk}. The number /3* is associated with the value

p = (l+k)-\ Indeed, p«G51/2 implies P^'g^^P*"». Choosing

Co to satisfy Kcl^c and letting p = (l+k)~1, we have p*c»*)U/u-/.>
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áróác1/(1-")P*(ii)1',/(1_''), which is equivalent to (5). The numbers

<x(x) and ß(x, y) each form a set with the power of the continuum. For

fixed y, the numbers ß(x, y), form a subset with the power of the con-

tinuum, each number of which corresponds to some value a = x in

(0, 1). For fixed x they also form a subset with the power of the con-

tinuum.

2. Proofs. We require a Theorem of Ridout [8]: Let a be algebraic

5^0. Let {Pi, • • • , P,}, \Qi, • • • , Qt} be finite sets of primes, p., v, h, c
real numbers satisfying 0^/u^l, O^y^l, 8>0, c^l. Let p, q be re-

stricted to integers of the form

P = P*P', ? - ?Y,
¡.I r>Pl np' I        n'1 r\'*P' = Pi   ■  ■  ■ P. , q' = Qi   • ■  • Qt ,

where pi, • • • , p„ oï, • • • , <rt are non-negative integers, and p*, q* are

any integers satisfying \p*\ ^c|^|", 0<q*^cq\ Then the inequality

0 <  | a - p/q \   < ç-0>+>+8>

has only a finite number of solutions in p, q of the above form.

Proof of Theorem I. Suppose that for some 0gju^l,5>0, there

exists an r-tuple (ati, ■ • • ,ar) for which (3) has an infinity of solutions

of the specified form with p ^ aq. Without loss of generality we may

assume that ou is positive, i = 1, • • • , r. With each solution associate

a value 6 = 0(p) defined by p* = peúcp". The infinite sequence {d(p)}

lies in [0, u]. Let f = lim sup (B(p)) (as p—*<»). Then for every e>0

there exists an infinity of p, q of the form (1) subject to

(6) pi-' <p*ú P*,

satisfying (3). For each of these solutions define \=\(p) by (/>')1-x

= q1~t, where we let X=l if p' = 1. Thus X^l. Let v = lim sup (\(p))

(as £-►«>). Then v = \ if f-I. If f <1,

(¿,')u-M/u-r) = q ^ a^p g a"1^')1''1-"

by the right-hand side of (6). Hence (¿>')x^a1-r, and for any j/>0,

X> —7j for all sufficiently large p'. Hence O^p^l, and there exists

an infinity of p, q of the form (1) subject to (6) and

(7) (p'y- ú <f < (p'Y-'+t,

satisfying 0< \onp/q—«¿| <p-(SlT+l), *'=1, • • • , r, where m¿ is the

nearest integer to ctip/q.

Let U = Uiq. If v < 1 (and hence J" < 1), then m, < aipq~l + 1

áa<(í')1/(1_r)r1+l úaiq'ni-')+1 á c^'/d-'), by the right-hand side of
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(6) and the left-hand side of (7), where c1 = l+max,ai>l. Hence

Ui<Cilyit Ci> 1. But this clearly holds also if v = 1. Now,

0< \ai-li/p\  <____.JLI        ¿=l,...,r,
p*/r + v + o  p1 '

infinitely often. But if f<l, then

q < (p1) d-»+<) /(i-f) < p(i-r+o(i-H-o/(i-r) = pi-'+i

by the right-hand side of (7) and the left-hand side of (6), where

r¡ > 0 is arbitrarily small with e. If f = 1, then p.=v = 1 and g = 1 = p1-'.

In either case, the inequality

0 < | en - li/p |  < ?-<r/r+-+*->>

has an infinity of solutions in U, p of the specified type. Hence by

Ridout's Theorem, with p replaced by v, v replaced by f, 8 by ô—r¡ > 0,

c by c2, p by Z and qby p, a must be transcendental if r = l. Since

for rïïl Ridout's Theorem is true for almost all real r-tuples [l,

Theorem II, p. 85], («i, • • • , ar) must in fact belong to a set of

measure 0.3

Proof of Theorem II. Assume first 0^ju<1. Let ¿ = 1, p', q any

integers of the form (1), A = [2fe(p')M/r(1_'')]. As in [l, Lemma 4,

pp. 92-93 ], divide the r-dimensional unit cube into Ar boxes, and apply

Dirichlet's box principle to conclude existence of X\, Xi with 0gxi<a;j

■¿.Ar satisfying

| (*, - xi)aip'/q - ([Xicxip'/q] - [x^p'/q]) \   < l/Hp')"«™,

i = 1, • • • , r.

Let p* = Xi - Xi. Then for c = (2¿)r(1-"\ we have 0 < p*

^ci/(i-iO(p')WU-M). Letting Ui= [xipup'/q]- [xiUip'/q], we obtain

||«<p/?|| á  | ctiP/q -ut\  < l/¿(p')"/r(1-'') = c»"<l->>/kp>i'

= 2"/¿1_''P',/r < Kp-"lT,       i = 1, • • • , r,

for all sufficiently large k.

If p = l, apply the box principle with A replaced by ¿^1. Then

| (x2 - Xi)cti/q - ([xipii/q] - [xiai/q]) \   < k~l,        i■ = 1, • • • , r.

* Added in proof. If (6) does not hold, then pt<p* á^~e must hold. In this case we

define X by (í')1-^ = S1"í_', and the exponent of g in (7) becomes 1—f — t. Similarly,

the e in (7) may have to be put on the left side, in which case the remainder of the

proof is again modified slightly.
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Letting p*=p = xI—Xi^kT, u¡= [x2a¿/g] — [*ia,-/g], we have

\\<*iP/à ^ I «ip/q - «<|  < k'1 á p~llr.

Suppose that the second part of the theorem is false. This means

that there exist r¡>0, a>0 and a set of r-tuples (ai, ■ • • , ar) of posi-

tive measure, for which (4) has an infinity of solutions in p, q of the

form (1) subject to p*úp"~r>, p^aq. Replacing p—r¡ by p, we have

p*^p" and \\aip/q\\<Kp-WT+,), i = \, ■ ■ • , r, infinitely often for

any 0<e^r)/r, and for a set of r-tuples of positive measure, contra-

dicting Theorem I.

Proof of Theorems III, IV and V. The proof of Theorem III is

based on the second part of Theorem I. Its proof is very similar to

the proof of [2, Theorem IV], and is therefore omitted. The proof of

the first part of Theorem IV follows directly from [2, Theorem I].

For proving the second part, concerning the non-Liouville numbers,

let

-=   £ (^P2 J"1.        k=\,---,r,
Pm.k i-1

where ím is any positive integer. Then pm,t = PmiP2""1 for ft = l, • • • , r,

and

«*-£   (PikP* )_1 < 2[pmrl+kP2 )-i.
Pm.k Omrl/t \ /

But 2P-2mr,+*<(P-2"rl)1+"+«, #£ii*3£i£i(l+,,+*, if m is sufficiently

large and 0<o<l-ju. Hence \\akp\\ <p-lf+*>£p-Wr**>t k=l, ■ • • , r

for an infinity of pm.k = p, and ak is transcendental by Ridout's

Theorem. (Since the first terms of the series defining ak can be chosen

at will, the numbers a* are also everywhere dense.) The same proof

holds for the Liouville numbers.

For proving Theorem V, we use Schmidt's independence criterion

for Liouville numbers [9] : Let («i, • • • , an) be an n-tuple of reals such

that for every d>0 there exists an integer p with

0 < ||a4i|| < (\\aip\\ ■ ■ ■ llflfc-iill)'*1-"', ft - 1, - • • , ».

Then ai, • • • , an are algebraically independent over the rationals. To

show that the ß(x, y) are independent, it suffices to apply Schmidt's

criterion to the »2-tuple (ß(x0, yo), ß(xu yo), ■ ■ ■ , ß(xn-U y0), ß(xo, yî),

• • • , ß(xn-i, y„-i)), where n infixed and 0<x0< • • • <x„_i<l,

0<y0< • • • <y„_i<l. Let

ph = p*(h)P»h , p*(h) E U, P**   á p*(h) á P4^* .
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If h is sufficiently large,

\\ß(x,y)ph\\ - ph t(f(*, y, h + i)P^^^^h+^]yK

Hence, letting fx,v = p*(h)/p*(x, y, h),

/,,K,-['"t"W"l<||«^)ll<2/..^-I'»-'^.
If ¿-l=»»+r, 0gr<«, then

n h«** yâdprd > p*(h)p*(x„ y., *)-v -l«***] §
where the product is taken over all i, j satisfying 0^i+jn^k — l,

0^î'<». It is easily verified that

Hh     La**)*4».]      lPh  -l* JL* tj     J,        if 0 i£ r < n — 1,

if r = » — 1,
and

(íxr+i.vv,       if0^r<« — 1,
#(*)V(*,*,A)-'> {,        '       ..

'/*o.».+n if f = » - 1,

if h = h(d) is sufficiently large. Hence Schmidt's criterion is satisfied.

For the numbers a* the criterion is applied with ph^ptP"1, p*G"S>,

n\\ h, for the ßk with p* = P?PnM, p?G5i/2, n!| A, and for the a(x) it is

applied with ph=p*(h)Ph', p*(h)eU, PA*<p*(A)<P4+*\
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